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With the rapid development of micro and nanotechnology, pie-
zoelectric materials have received increasingly important applica-
tions in the micro/nano-electro-mechanical systems. They can be
used as electromechanical transducers, electromechanical actua-
tors, central part of smart materials and micro power generators.
Stresses induced by electromechanical loadings as well as the mis-
match strains induced by thermal loadings may inﬂuence the per-
formance of the devices signiﬁcantly and sometimes lead to the
failure of the system. Therefore it is very important to gain a better
understanding of the mechanical behavior of piezoelectric materi-
als under different mechanical and electric loading conditions.
Indentation of piezoelectric materials represents a very impor-
tant topic in the study of the mechanics of piezoelectric materials
since it is a reliable technique to explore the material properties in
thin ﬁlm and bulk form, and piezoelectric materials are often used
in some ‘‘contact-prone” applications (Giannakopoulos and Suresh,
1999). Therefore the study of the contact mechanics of piezoelec-
tric materials has gained a lot of interest in recent years (Sosa
and Castro, 1994; Fan et al., 1996; Giannakopoulos and Suresh,
1999; Saigal et al., 1999; Chen, 2000; Sridhar et al., 2000; Guiller-
mo and Paul, 2003; Guillermo, 2006; Wang and Han, 2006; Wang
et al., 2008; Ke et al., 2008). In most of the above-mentioned works,
the adhesive phenomenon has not been considered.
As the scale of the MEMS system dimension decreases to micro
or nano-scale, adhesion issues will become an important one.
Many experiment results have shown that the contact area andll rights reserved.the depth of indentation of small and compliant bodies in contact
may be much larger than that predicted by Hertz model without
considering the adhesion effect. Since the surface and interface ef-
fects will play an important role when the characteristic dimen-
sions of the contact bodies decrease, recently some research
works have been conducted to investigate the adhesive contact
behavior in micro or nano-scale contact involving piezoelectric
materials using continuum mechanics models. Chen and Yu
(2005) studied the micro-scale adhesive contact of a spherical rigid
punch on a piezoelectric half-space with the Maugis-Dugdale mod-
el. It was shown that the piezoelectric effect may contribute signif-
icantly to the overall adhesive contact behavior. The adhesive
contact problem for piezoelectric half-space has also been ana-
lyzed by Rogowski and Kalinski (2007). It is worth noting that in
these works only normal tractions are considered within the con-
tact region. But in the practical applications of piezoelectric mate-
rials, inclined mechanical force, electricity and temperature
induced mismatch along contact interfaces may often lead to large
tangent tractions inside the contact region. Therefore, in order to
better understanding the adhesive behavior of piezoelectric mate-
rials, the tangential tractions and its interactions with the normal
traction should be considered seriously.
The present paper aims at investigating the two-dimensional
adhesive contact behavior of a transversely isotropic piezoelectric
half-space under rigid punch indentation using a generalized
JKR-model (Chen and Gao, 2006), in which the tangential tractions
inside the contact are considered coupling with the normal trac-
tions. The plan of the paper is as follows. First, the analytical model
of the considered problem is presented. Next, explicit solutions of
the stress and electric displacement distributions within the
contact region are obtained, besides, the relationship between
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energy balance argument. Section 4 includes the numerical results
and the corresponding discussions. The paper is ended with some
concluding remarks presented in the ﬁnal section.
2. Analysis model
The contact problem under consideration is shown in Fig. 1. A
transversely isotropic piezoelectric half-space, whose poling direc-
tion parallels to y-axis, is taken to occupy the region y < 0. A rigid
conducting cylinder of radius R with a constant potential /0 ad-
heres to it via intermolecular forces between the solid surfaces.
An external force F is applied to the cylinder with an inclined angle
w. The isotropic plane of the half-space is perpendicular to the pol-
ing direction. In the subsequent analysis, the following assump-
tions will be made:
(a) The contact region is perfectly bonded with no slippage.
(b) The contact region is much smaller than the radius of the
cylinder, i.e., a; b  R.
(c) The possible bending moment resulting from F is neglected.
Under the above assumptions, the continuity condition of the
tangential and normal displacements at the contact interface leads
to the following equations:
ux ¼ hx; b 6 x 6 a;
uy ¼ hy  x22R ; b 6 x 6 a;
uz ¼ hz; b 6 x 6 a;
8><>: ð2:1a;b; cÞ
where ux; uy and uz are the surface displacements of the half-space
along three coordinate directions, respectively. hx; hy and hz are
three constants representing the rigid-body displacement compo-
nents, respectively. As pointed by Yao et al. (2008), here a is not
necessarily equal to b.
Differentiating the above three equations with respect to x gives
@ux
@x
¼ 0; @uy
@x
¼  x
R
;
@uz
@x
¼ 0; b 6 x 6 a: ð2:2Þ
Since the rigid cylinder is a perfect electrical conductor, then
/ðx; 0Þ ¼ /0; b 6 x 6 a; ð2:3Þ
which immediately leads to the fact that
@/ðx;0Þ
@x
¼ 0; b 6 x 6 a: ð2:4ÞFig. 1. Schematic of a rigid conducting cylinder with a constant potential /0 in
adhesive contact with a transversely isotropic piezoelectric half-space.As shown in Appendix A, the surface displacements and
electric potential can be related to the surface tractions
ryxðxÞ; ryyðxÞ and ryzðxÞ and the normal electric displacement
DyðxÞ via the surface Green’s function of piezoelasticity. From
(A15), we have
D
p
Z a
b
1
s x
fðsÞdsþWfðxÞ ¼ C; ð2:5Þ
where
D ¼ L1; W ¼ SL1; ð2:6Þ
C ¼ @u
@x
¼ 0; x
R
; 0;0
h iT
; ð2:7Þ
fðxÞ ¼ ½ryxðxÞ;ryyðxÞ;ryzðxÞ;DyðxÞT: ð2:8Þ
and L and S are Barnett–Lothe tensors (Ting, 1996). For transversely
isotropic piezoelectric materials, they can be expressed as follows
(Liou and Sung, 2007):
L ¼
L11 0 0 0
0 L22 0 L24
0 0 L33 0
0 L24 0 L44
26664
37775; S ¼
0 S12 0 S14
S21 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
S41 0 0 0
26664
37775; ð2:9Þ
For the relationship between S,L tensors and the material con-
stants of transversely isotropic piezoelectric materials, we refer the
readers to Liou and Sung (2007) for more details. Furthermore, we
have
L1 ¼
Y11 0 0 0
0 Y22 0 Y24
0 0 Y33 0
0 Y24 0 Y44
26664
37775; SL1 ¼
0 Y^12 0 Y^14
Y^21 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Y^41 0 0 0
266664
377775;
ð2:10Þ
From the structure of Eq. (2.10), it can be observed that Eq. (2.5)
can be decoupled into one in-plane problem and the other anti-
plane problem. In the present study, only the in-plane problem
which is more relevant to the considered adhesion phenomena will
be examined.
When only in-plane problem is considered, Eq. (2.5) can be
degenerated into the following form:
1
p
Z a
b
I
s x fðsÞdsþ BfðxÞ ¼ G; ð2:11Þ
where
B ¼defD1W; G ¼ D1C; fðxÞ ¼ ½ryxðxÞ;ryyðxÞ;DyðxÞT: ð2:12Þ
Eq. (2.11) is a system of coupling singular integration equations.
In the present work, analytical function theory (Chen and Gao,
2006, 2007) will be employed to ﬁnd the solution of it. For the sake
of simplicity, in the following analysis, ryx;ryy and Dy will be
rewritten as r21;r22 and D2, respectively.
Assuming that fkðxÞ; k ¼ 1;2;3 in Eq. (2.11) satisfying the
Holder conditions on, ðb; aÞ then the following Cauchy integral
FkðzÞ ¼ 12pi
Z a
b
fkðxÞ
s z ds; k ¼ 1;2;3 ð2:13Þ
may be shown to represent a sectionally holomorphic function on
the whole complex plane cut along ðb; aÞ (England, 1971). Accord-
ing to the Plemelj formula, the following relations hold:
Fþk ðxÞ Fk ðxÞ ¼ fkðxÞ; Fþk ðxÞþ Fk ðxÞ ¼
1
pi
Z a
b
fkðsÞ
s xds; ð2:14a;bÞ
where Fþk ðxÞ and Fk ðxÞ denote the limit functions of FkðzÞ when
z ! x 2 ðb; aÞ from the upper and lower plane, respectively.
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following matrix form:
UFþðxÞ ¼ VFðxÞ þ G; ð2:15Þ
where
U ¼ Bþ iI ¼
i B12 B14
B21 i 0
B41 0 i
264
375; V ¼ B iI ¼ i B12 B14B21 i 0
B41 0 i
264
375;
ð2:16Þ
and
FðxÞ ¼ ½F1 ðxÞ; F2 ðxÞ; F3 ðxÞT: ð2:17Þ
Eq. (2.15) can be decoupled by congruent transformation. The
corresponding generalized eigenvalue problem is
½U kVM ¼ 0; ð2:18Þ
which has three eigenvalues k1; k2; k3 and three eigenvectors
m1; m2, and m3, respectively. In Eq. (2.18), M ¼ ½m1;m2;m3.
Introducing the auxiliary functions Tþ and T such that
M1Fþ ¼ Tþ; M1F ¼ T; ð2:19Þ
and multiplying Eq. (2.15) by M1 lead to the following decoupled
equations:
U0Tþ  V0T ¼ G0 ð2:20Þ
where
U0 ¼M1UM; V0 ¼ M1VM ð2:21Þ
are two diagonal matrices and
G0 ¼M1G: ð2:22Þ3. Explicit solution
In this section, explicit solution of Eq. (2.11) will be discussed.
First B is deﬁned as
B ¼def D1W ¼ LW ¼
0 L11Y^12 L11Y^14
L22Y^12 þ L24Y^14 0 0
L24Y^12 þ L44Y^14 0 0
264
375
¼
0 B12 B14
B21 0 0
B41 0 0
264
375: ð3:1Þ
From detðU kVÞ ¼ 0, it yields that
ð1þ kÞ2
ð1 kÞ2
¼ ðB12B21 þ B14B41Þ ¼def g2; k3 ¼ 1: ð3:2Þ
Numerical results show that ðB12B21 þ B14B41Þ is negative for
some piezoelectric materials (e.g., PZT-4, PZT-5H, PZT-7A and
PZT-7), which are called as j-class materials; while it is positive
for the others (e.g., PZT-6B and BaTiO3Þ, which are called as -class
materials. In the following derivations, these two types of materi-
als will be considered separately.
3.1. j-Class materials
In this section, we will focus on the so-called j-class materials.
In this case
g ¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B12B21 þ B14B41
p
¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
tr½ðD1WÞ2
r
ð3:3Þ
is a pure imaginary number. Hence the three distinct eigenvalues
and the corresponding eigenvectors arek1 ¼ g 1gþ 1 ; k2 ¼
gþ 1
g 1 ; k3 ¼ 1 ð3:4Þ
and
m1 ¼ 1; iB21g ;
iB41
g
 T
; m2 ¼ 1; iB21g ;
iB41
g
 T
;
m3 ¼ 0;1;B12B14
 T
; ð3:5Þ
respectively. Then from Eqs. (2.7), (2.12), (2.20)–(2.22), we have
1 g 0 0
0 1þ g 0
0 0 1
264
375Tþ þ 1þ g 0 00 1 g 0
0 0 1
264
375T ¼
 d22gR x
d2
2gR x
 id1g2R x
0BBB@
1CCCA;
ð3:6Þ
where
d1 ¼ B14ðB41L22  B21L24Þ; d2 ¼ B12L22 þ B14L24 ð3:7Þ
are two constants related to the material properties.
By using the fact that
tr½ðD1W2Þ ¼ 2ðB12B21 þ B14B41Þ ¼ 2g2; ð3:8Þ
it can be shown that (Ou and Wu, 2003; Appendix C)
j ¼def 1
p
tan1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
tr½ðD1WÞ2
r
¼ 1
2pi
ln
1þ g
1 g ð3:9Þ
Therefore Eq. (3.6) can be rewritten in the following compact
form:
Tþ1 þ e2pijT1 ¼  d22gð1gÞR x;
Tþ2 þ e2pijT2 ¼  d22gð1þgÞR x;
Tþ3 þ T3 ¼  id1g2R x:
8>><>>: ð3:10a;b; cÞ
The solutions of the above Hilbert problems (see Appendix B for
details) can be obtained as follows:
Tþ1 ðxÞT1 ðxÞ¼
id2
2gR
ðaþbÞ2
8
ð14j2Þx xab
2
 
ðaþbÞjx
" #
2ic1
( )
cosðpjÞðbþxÞ12jðaxÞ12þj; ð3:11aÞ
Tþ2 ðxÞT2 ðxÞ¼
id2
2gR
ðaþbÞ
2
8
ð14j2Þx xab
2
 
ðaþbÞjx
" #
2ic2
( )
cosðpjÞðbþxÞ12þjðaxÞ12j; ð3:11bÞ
Tþ3 ðxÞT3 ðxÞ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðbþxÞðaxÞ
p d1
g2R
ðaþbÞ
2
8
þx xab
2
 " #
2ic3
( )
ð3:11cÞ
where ci ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ are constants that can be determined by the
boundary conditions.
From Eqs. (2.14a) and (2.19), the surface tractions and the nor-
mal electric displacement can be obtained as
r21
r22
D2
0B@
1CA ¼MðTþ  TÞ ¼
1 1 0
iB21
g  iB21g 1
iB41
g  iB41g  B12B14
2664
3775 T
þ
1  T1
Tþ2  T2
Tþ3  T3
0B@
1CA:
ð3:12Þ
The undetermined constants ci ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ in Eqs. (3.11) can be
found by employing the following boundary conditions:Z a
b
r21 dx ¼ F sinw;
Z a
b
r22 dx ¼  F cosw;
Z a
b
D2 dx ¼ Q ;
ð3:13Þ
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in the contact region. w ðp=2 6 w 6 p=2Þ is the inclined angle of
the applied force.
After some mathematical manipulations (see Appendix D for
details), the following explicit expressions of c0is are obtained as
c1 ¼  g4p ðd3F cosw d4QÞ þ i4p F sinw;
c2 ¼ g4p ðd3F cosw d4QÞ þ i4p F sinw;
c3 ¼ d42ip ðB41F coswþ B21QÞ;
8><>: ð3:14Þ
where
d3 ¼ B12B12B21 þ B14B41 ; d4 ¼
B14
B12B21 þ B14B41 : ð3:15Þ
It is interesting to note that the constants ci ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ (ob-
tained by exact integration without any approximation) are inde-
pendent of the value of j.
3.1.1. Stress intensity factor and energy release rate
It can be shown that the eigenvalue problem in (2.18) is a
degenerate case of the one given by Suo et al. (1992) (see Appendix
C), therefore the expressions obtained there will be used to calcu-
late the stress intensity factors and the energy release rate of the
considered problem.
From Eqs. (3.4) and (3.9), it is known that the three eigenpairs of
our problem
ðe2pij;m1Þ; ðe2pij;m2Þ; ð1;m3Þ ð3:16Þ
correspond to (Appendix C)
ðij;w4Þ; ðij;w3Þ; ð0;w1Þ ð3:17Þ
deﬁned in Suo et al. (1992), respectively. Therefore, the surface trac-
tions and the normal electric displacement in Eq. (3.12) can be
rewritten as
r21
r22
D2
0B@
1CA ¼ Tþ1  T1 w4 þ Tþ2  T2 w3 þ Tþ3  T3 w1 ð3:18Þ
and the corresponding stress intensity factors at the left end point
can be calculated as
K3 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
lim
x!b
ðbþ xÞ12j Tþ2  T2
 
;
K4 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
lim
x!b
ðbþ xÞ12þj Tþ1  T1
 
;
K ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
lim
x!b
ðbþ xÞ12 Tþ3  T3
 
;
8>>>><>>>>:
ð3:19Þ
i.e.,
Kx¼b3 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
aþb
r
ðaþbÞjcosðpjÞ 1
2pF sinwþ
id2jaðaþbÞ
2gR
 	
 i
2g
d2
R
ðaþbÞ2
8
ð14j2ÞðaþbÞb
2
 !
1
pðB12FcoswB14QÞ
" #)
;
Kx¼b3 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
aþb
r
ðaþbÞjcosðpjÞ 1
2pF sinwþ
id2jaðaþbÞ
2gR
 	
þ i
2g
d2
R
ðaþbÞ2
8
ð14j2ÞðaþbÞb
2
 !
1
pðB12FcoswB14QÞ
" #)
;
Kx¼b¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
aþb
r
1
g2
d1ðaþbÞð3baÞ
8R
þB14p ðB41FcoswþB21QÞ
 
:
ð3:20a;b;cÞSimilarly, at the right end point
Kx¼a3 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
aþb
r
ðaþbÞj cosðpjÞ 1
2p
F sinw id2jaðaþbÞ
2gR
 	
þ i
2g
d2
R
ðaþbÞ2
8
ð14j2ÞðaþbÞa
2
 !
1
p
ðB12F coswB14QÞ
" #)
;
Kx¼a4 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
aþb
r
ðaþbÞj cosðpjÞ 1
2pF sinw
id2jaðaþbÞ
2gR
 	
 i
2g
d2
R
ðaþbÞ2
8
ð14j2ÞðaþbÞa
2
 !
1
p
ðB12F coswB14QÞ
" #)
;
Kx¼a¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
aþb
r
1
g2
d1ðaþbÞð3abÞ
8R
þB14
p
ðB41FcoswþB21QÞ
 
:
ð3:21a;b;cÞ
The energy release rate can be deﬁned as (Suo, 1990; Suo et al.,
1992)
G¼w
T
1ðHþHÞw1
8
jKj2þw
T
3ðHþHÞw4
4cos2ðpjÞ K3K4¼
d5
4
jKj2þ d6
2cos2ðpjÞK3K4;
ð3:22Þ
where the matrix H is deﬁned in (C4) and d5;d6 are two material
constants deﬁned as
d5 ¼ wT1Dw1 ¼ Y22  2Y24
B12
B14
þ Y44 B12B14
 2
; ð3:23aÞ
d6 ¼ wT3Dw4 ¼ Y11 þ
1
g2
B221Y22 þ 2B21B41Y24 þ B241Y44

 
: ð3:23bÞ
The values of di; i ¼ 1; . . . ;6 and some material constants in-
volved in the above and following expressions for six piezoelectric
materials are listed in Table 1.
With the use of the above expressions, the energy release rates
at two end points of the contact region are given by
Gx¼a¼pd52g4
1
aþb
d1ðaþbÞð3abÞ
8R
þB14
p
ðB41FcoswþB21QÞ
 2
þ pd6
aþb
1
2p
Fsinwid2jaðaþbÞ
2gR
 2(
þ 1
4g2
d2
R
ðaþbÞ2
8
ð14j2ÞðaþbÞa
2
 !
1
p
ðB12FcoswB14QÞ
" #29=;;
Gx¼b¼pd52g4
1
aþb
d1ðaþbÞð3baÞ
8R
þB14
p
ðB41FcoswþB21QÞ
 2
þ pd6
aþb
1
2p
Fsinwþid2jaðaþbÞ
2gR
 2(
þ 1
4g2
d2
R
ðaþbÞ2
8
ð14j2ÞðaþbÞb
2
 !
1
p
ðB12FcoswB14QÞ
" #29=;;
ð3:24a;bÞ
respectively.
3.1.2. Energy balance analysis
In JKR-model of adhesive contact, an equilibrium contact area
can be found via Grifﬁth energy balance argument, which states
that an equilibrium adhesion state is achieved when the strain en-
ergy rate of the system equals the work of adhesion of the surface.
From this criterion of energy balance, it yields that at the equilib-
rium adhesion
Gx¼a ¼ Gx¼b ¼ Dc ð3:25Þ
where Dc is the work of adhesion. In the following, three cases will
be discussed.
Table 1
Material constants for six piezoelectric materials.
Unit PZT-4 PZT-5H PZT-7A PZT-7 PZT-6B BaTiO3
B12 1 0.43184 0.41546 0.29675 0.29571 0.2917 0.3586
B14 N C1 1.06711 0.47528 0.62306 0.47630 0.65269 0.46299
B21 1 0.12370 0.25287 0.18690 0.12545 0.24047 0.26537
B41 C N1 0.24585 0.25279 0.14997 0.30218 0.06229 0.14085
g2 1 0.20893 0.01509 0.03798 0.10683 0.02948 0.02995
jðÞ 1 0.13654 0.03892 0.06130 0.10061 0.05523 0.05568
d1 N m2 9.90777 4.41176 3.55943 4.84357 1.69155 2.76158
d2 N m2 7.01785 14.4072 9.52973 5.73975 14.064 17.378
d3 1 2.06688 27.5367 7.8133 2.76803 9.89374 11.9728
d4 N C1 5.10747 31.5018 16.4052 4.45848 22.140 15.458
d5 N m2 0.02109 0.00343 0.01066 0.02206 0.0174 0.01084
d6 N m2 0.03526 0.03505 0.03925 0.04371 0.03419 0.03055
e22 C m2 13.8 23.3 9.50 14.7 7.10 17.5
L11 N m2 56.7312 56.9742 50.9872 45.7544 58.4851 65.4858
Y24 m2 C1 0.02215 0.01278 0.01498 0.0122 0.01754 0.01222
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N ¼ b
aþ b
¼ 1
2

4ig3j sinw FDc
pð4j2g2k1 þ k2Þ aþbR
 2 þ 8 d1d5d2d6 B14 B41 cosw FDcþ B21 QDc
  ;
ð3:26Þ
where
k1 ¼ d2 RDc ; k2 ¼
d21d5
d2d6
R
Dc
ð3:27Þ
are two dimensionless parameters. It is obvious that a ¼ b, when
there is no mechanical force or the inclined angle of the applied load
is zero, i.e., w ¼ 0.
In the following, three loading cases will be discussed.
Case 1: The only applied stimulus is the mechanical force and
total electric charge in the contact zone is zero, i.e., F–0;Q ¼ 0. Un-
der this circumstance, from Eqs. (3.24a,b) and (3.25), the following
relationship between the applied force and the contact width can
be established as
ðp0 þ q0Þ
F
Dc
 2
þ ðp2 þ q2Þ
R
Dc
aþ b
R
 2 F
Dc
 
þ ðp4 þ q4Þ
R
Dc
 2 aþ b
R
 4
 R
Dc
aþ b
R
¼ 0; ð3:28Þ
where
p0 ¼ d5ðB14B41Þ
2
2pg4 cos
2 w; q0 ¼ d64p sin2 wþ
B212
g2 cos
2 w

 
;
p2 ¼ a1d1d5B14B41g4 cosw; q2 ¼ d2d62g2 ð2igja2 sinw a3B12 coswÞ;
p4 ¼ pa
2
1d
2
1d5
2g4 ; q4 ¼
pd22d6
4g2 a
2
3  4a22j2
 
8><>:
ð3:29Þ
with
a1 ¼ 38
1
2
N1; a2 ¼ 12þ
1
2
N1; a3 ¼ a1  j
2
2
ð3:30Þ
and
N1 ¼ 12
4ig3j sinw FDc
pð4j2g2k1 þ k2Þ aþbR
 2 þ 8 d1d5d2d6 B14B41 cosw FDc ð3:31Þ
Eq. (3.28) can be rewritten in the following dimensionless form:
r0
F
Dc
 2
þ r2k aþbR
 2 F
Dc
 
þ r4k2 aþbR
 2
kaþb
R
¼0; ð3:32Þwhere the coefﬁcients
r0 ¼ L11ðp0 þ q0Þ; r2 ¼ p2 þ q2; r4 ¼
p4 þ q4
L11
ð3:33Þ
and the parameter
k ¼ RL11
Dc
ð3:34Þ
are all dimensionless quantities.
Case 2: When there is no applied mechanical force and the total
electric charge on the contact region is measured as Q, i.e.,
Q–0; F ¼ 0, then the following relationship between and the con-
tact width a(=b) can be established as
ðp00 þ q00Þ
Q
Dc
 2
þ ðp02 þ q02Þ
R
Dc
2a
R
 2 Q
Dc
 
þ ðp04 þ q04Þ
R
Dc
 2 2a
R
 4
 R
Dc
2a
R
¼ 0; ð3:35Þ
where
p00 ¼ d5ðB14B21Þ
2
2pg4 ; q
0
0 ¼ d6B
2
14
4pg2 ;
p02 ¼ a1d1d5B14B21g4 ; q02 ¼ d2d62g2 a3B14;
p04 ¼ p4 ¼
pa21d
2
1d5
2g4 ; q
0
4 ¼ q4 ¼ pd
2
2d6
4g2 ða23  4a22j2Þ;
8>><>>: ð3:36Þ
and ai ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ can be calculated from Eq. (3.30) by setting
N ¼ 1=2.
The dimensionless form of (3.35) is
r00
L11Q
e22Dc
 2
þ c02k
2a
R
 2 L11Q
e22Dc
 
þ r04k2
2a
R
 4
 k2a
R
¼ 0; ð3:37Þ
where
r00 ¼
e222
L11
ðp00 þ q00Þ; r02 ¼
e22
L11
ðp02 þ q02Þ; r04 ¼
p04 þ q04
L11
¼ r4 ð3:38Þ
and the parameter k deﬁned in Eq. (3.34) are all dimensionless
quantities, while e22 is one of the piezoelectric-stress constants
(Liou and Sung, 2007).
Case 3: When the cylinder is in its apparent self-equilibrium
status, that is, there is no net electrical charge and mechanical
force applied on the punch, i.e., Q ¼ 0; F ¼ 0, the adhesive contact
half-width a0ð¼ b0Þ can be calculated as
r4k
2 2a0
R
 4
 k2a0
R
¼ 0; ð3:39Þ
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2a0 ¼ Rðr4kÞ1=3 ¼ R
2Dc
r4L11
 !1=3
: ð3:40Þ
a0 in Eq. (3.40) is a generalized version of the JKR-contact half-
width
aJKR0 ¼
32ð1 m2ÞR2Dc
pE
 !1=3
ð3:41Þ
of a rigid cylinder adhering to a homogeneous isotopic half-space
with Young’s modulus E and Poisson ratio m.
It is also helpful to rewrite the energy balance equations in Eqs.
(3.32) and (3.37) in terms of a=a0. By introducing another non-
dimensional parameter
n ¼ R
2a0
¼ ðr4kÞ1=3; ð3:42Þ
Eqs. (3.32) and (3.37) can be re-arranged into the following forms:
n2
aþ b
2a0
 4
þ r2n FDc
 
aþ b
2a0
 2
 n2 aþ b
2a0
þ r0r4 FDc
 2
¼ 0
ð3:43Þ
and
n2
a
a0
 4
þ r02n
L11Q
e22Dc
 
a
a0
 2
 n2 a
a0
þ r00r04
L11Q
e22Dc
 2
¼ 0; ð3:44Þ
respectively.
3.2. -Class materials
In this section, we will focus on the so-called -class materials.
For this kind of material,
g ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðB12B21 þ B14B41Þ
p
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
tr½ðD1WÞ2
r
ð3:45Þ
is a real quantity. The whole solution procedure is the same as j-
class materials and the corresponding solutions can be obtained
by replacing ij with  in the expressions associated with j-class
materials. It is also worth noting that for this kind of material, the
three eigenpairs
ðe2p;m1Þ; ðe2p; m1Þ; ð1;m3Þ ð3:46Þ
correspond to (Appendix C)
ð;w1Þ; ð; w1Þ; ð0;w3Þ ð3:47Þ
deﬁned in (Suo et al., 1992), respectively. Likewise in Eq. (3.22),
from the three stress intensity factors K1;K2ð¼ K1Þ and K, which
can be gained by replacing ij in Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) by . The
corresponding energy release rate can be obtained as
G¼w
T
3ðHþHÞw3
8
jKj2þ w
T
1ðHþHÞw1
4cosh2ðpÞ
jK1j2
¼d5
4
jKj2þ d6
2cosh2ðpÞ
jK1j2: ð3:48Þ
The relations between the contact width and the applied
mechanical as well as electrical load can be obtained in the similar
way as presented in the previous section.
4. Effect of mismatch strain on the adhesive contact behavior
In this section, the effect of mismatch strain on the adhesive
contact behavior of punch-piezoelectric half-space system without
applied mechanical load (i.e., F ¼ 0) will be discussed. Assuming
that there is a constant mismatch strain e between the rigid punchand the piezoelectric half-space along x direction, under this cir-
cumstance the continuity of the displacements requires that com-
pensation displacement caused by the interfacial force should be in
the form of
ux ¼ hx þ ex ð4:1Þ
With use of Eq. (4.1) and taking the same procedure as that in
the previous sections, it can be found that for the problem under
consideration
g 0 0
0 1þg 0
0 0 1
264
375Tþ þ 1þg 0 00 1g 0
0 0 1
264
375T ¼
 d22gRx
d2
2gRx
 id1g2Rx
0BBB@
1CCCAþ
 i2L11e
 i2L11e
0
0B@
1CA:
ð4:2Þ
For j-class materials, the solution of T can be obtained as
Tþ1 ðxÞT1 ðxÞ¼
id2
2gR
x2þ2jax 1
2
2j2
 
a2
 
L11e
2
ðxþ2jaÞþ2ic1
	 
cosðpjÞðaþxÞ12jðaxÞ12þj; ð4:3aÞ
Tþ2 ðxÞT2 ðxÞ¼
id2
2gR
x22jax 1
2
2j2
 
a2
 
þL11e
2
ðxþ2jaÞþ2ic2
	 
cosðpjÞðaþxÞ12þjðaxÞ12j; ð4:3bÞ
Tþ3 ðxÞT3 ðxÞ¼
d1
g2R
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2x2
p x21
2
a2
 
 2ic3ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2
p
x2
: ð4:3cÞ
It is worth noting that since F ¼ 0 in the present problem, the
contact must be symmetric to the z axis, i.e., a ¼ b
From Eq. (3.14), we have
c1 ¼ c2 ¼ gd4Q4p ; c3 ¼
d4B21Q
2pi
: ð4:4Þ
The energy balance equation is
Dc ¼ pd5
4a
d1a2
2g2R
¼ d4B21Q
p
 2
 pd6
2a
(
id2a2
2gR
1
2
þ 2j2
 
L11jeaþ igd4Q2p
2
 id2ja
2
gR
 L11ea
2
 2)
; ð4:5Þ
which can be simpliﬁed into the following form:
k4
a4
R2
þk3ea
3
R
þ k21QR þk22e
2
 
a2þðk1QeDcÞaþk0Q2¼0; ð4:6Þ
where
k0 ¼ d
2
4
8p
2d5B
2
21 þ d6g2

 
; k1 ¼ ig2 d4d6jL11;
k21 ¼ d48g2 ð1þ4j
2Þd2d6g2  2d1d5B21
 
; k22 ¼ p8 ð1 4j
2Þd6L211;
k3 ¼ ip4gd2ð4j
2  1Þd6jL11; k4 ¼ p32g4 2d
2
1d5 þ g2d22d6ð1 4j2Þ2
h i
:
ð4:7Þ
When e ¼ 0 and Q ¼ 0, the corresponding adhesive contact
half-width is
a0 ¼ R
2Dc
k4
 !1=3
; ð4:8Þ
which is in fact the same as the one obtained in Eq. (3.40).
Eq. (4.6) can be rewritten in the following dimensionless form:
a
a0
 4
þ k3
k4
a
a0
 3
keþ k21
Y24k4
k
Y24Q
a0
 
þ k22
k4
k2e2
 
a
a0
 2
 k1
Y24k4
k2
Y24Q
a0
 
e 1
 
a
a0
þ k0
Y224k4
k2
Y24Q
a0
 2
¼ 0; ð4:9Þ
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k ¼ R
a0
: ð4:10Þ
If Q ¼ 0, Eq. (4.9) degenerates into
a
a0
 3
þ k3
k4
a
a0
 2
keþ k22
k4
a
a0
 
k2e2  1 ¼ 0: ð4:11Þ
The case corresponding to the -class materials can be dis-
cussed in a similar way and omitted here.Fig. 2. The normalized contact width ðaþ bÞ=ð2a0Þ as a function of the normalized pu
w ¼ 0 ;30;60;90 ðQ ¼ 0Þ. (a) The case of PZT-4. (b) The case of for PZT-5H. (c) The case
BaTiO3.5. Results and discussions
Taking n ¼ R=ð2a0Þ ¼ 20, the variation of the normalized contact
width as a function of the normalized applied force with different
pulling angles is shown in Fig. 2a–f. Here only mechanical load is
considered, i.e., Q ¼ 0, It can be seen from these ﬁgures that evolu-
tion of the contact width is pulling angle dependent and different
for various types of materials although there will always exist a
critical load at which the adhesive contact of the cylinder will lose
its stability, i.e., the adhesion will be breaking apart. For example,ll force F=Dc for six kinds of piezoelectric materials with different pulling angles
of for PZT-7A. (d) The case of for PZT-7. (e) The case of for PZT-6B. (f) The case of for
Fig. 4. Variation of the symmetry ratio a=b as a function of the contact width
ðaþ bÞ=R with different pulling angles w for PZT-6B ðQ ¼ 0Þ, where the pull-off
moment is marked by four points.
3614 X. Guo, F. Jin / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 3607–3619the maximum critical force will be attained when the inclined an-
gle is w ¼ p=2 for PZT-5H and PZT-7A materials while the angle
associated the maximum critical force is p=6 for PZT-4 and PZT-7
and 0 for PZT-6B and BaTiO3 materials. Numerical results also
show that the critical contact width associated with w ¼ p=2 (cor-
responding to the horizontal mechanical force) are always larger
than those associated with other inclined angles of the applied
force. For material PZT-7, compared with other loading orienta-
tions, the slip of the cylinder will occur at the lowest mechanical
force and largest contact width when w ¼ p=2. The adhesion
strength (deﬁned as r ¼ Fcritical=ðaþ bÞcritical) is almost four times
lower than that when w ¼ p=3. In contrast, for material PZT-6B
and BaTiO3, the adhesion strength is almost insensitive to the in-
clined angles of the applied force. This indicates the desired orien-
tation-dependent adhesion strength properties of piezoelectric
contact systems can be achieved by the properly selection of
materials.
The effect of the applied electric charge on the contact width
without mechanical load, i.e., F ¼ 0 is depicted in Fig. 3a and b,
which show that for the considered problem, the contact behavior
for j-class and -class materials are quite different. For the four
kinds of j-class materials examined, the contact width is a mono-
tonically increasing function of the magnitude of the applied elec-
tric charge. This means that for this kind of material, applying the
electric load can only enhance the adhesion. In contrast, for the
two kinds of -class materials examined, there always exists a crit-
ical value for the magnitude of the electric charge, at which the
adhesion will break apart. This difference is due to fact that the val-
ues of r00r
0
4 for the considered -class materials are positive while
they are negative for the considered j-class materials. It is also
worth noting that the curves in Fig. 3a and b are in fact asymmetric
with respect to Q ¼ 0. They look like symmetric because the values
of the coefﬁcient of the second term in Eq. (3.44) are very small for
the materials considered.
Fig. 4 shows the variation of the symmetry ratio a=b as a func-
tion of the contact width ðaþ bÞ=R with different pulling angles w
for PZT-6B when Q ¼ 0. It can be seen that as the same for the pure
elastic case (Yao et al., 2008), the contact region could become sig-
niﬁcantly asymmetric when the inclined angle of the applied force
deviates from the symmetric axis and the contact width becomes
small. In Fig. 4, the contact widths corresponding to the pull-off
moment under different load cases are also marked by the symbols
with different shapes and colors. It can be seen from this ﬁgure that
for every case tested, the symmetry ratios a=b is almost equal to
one until the pull-off moment. Consequently, if we only focus onFig. 3. The normalized contact width a=a0 as a function of the normalized electric charg
materials. (b) The case of -class materials.the contact behavior before and at the pull-off moment, it is rea-
sonable to assume the symmetry of the contact width in the anal-
ysis (Chen and Gao, 2007).
In order to understand the adhesive contact behavior of the pie-
zoelectric system when mechanical and electric loads are applied
simultaneously, the evolutions of the contact width in dimension-
less F  Q space for j and -class materials are shown in Fig. 5a
and b, respectively. For a speciﬁc loading path of F and Q, the con-
tact width will change along a curve on the surface shown in the
ﬁgures. It can be seen that for the j-class material PZT-4, as long
as F–0, there always exists a critical value at which the adhesion
will break apart. The larger the value of Q, the larger the magnitude
of the critical force is. The minimum critical force is achieved when
Q ¼ 0. On the contrary, for the -class material BaTiO3, the maxi-
mum value of the critical force is achieved when Q ¼ 0. The larger
the value of Q, the smaller the magnitude of the critical force is.
These ﬁndings also suggest that reversible adhesion can be
achieved by employing the piezoelectric effect, that is, the adhe-
sion may be strong when there is no electric charge but weak when
the electric charge is applied (for -class materials ) or vice visa (for
j-class materials).
The effect of the mismatch strain on the contact width is shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. Fig. 6a and b plots the relationship between the
normalized contact half-width a=a0, the substrate strain e ande QL11=e22Dc for six kinds of piezoelectric materials ðF ¼ 0Þ. (a) The case of j-class
Fig. 5. The normalized contact width ðaþ bÞ=ð2a0Þ as a function of the normalized
pull force F=Dc and the normalized electric charge QL11=ðe22DcÞ for two kinds of
piezoelectric materials ðw ¼ 0; n ¼ R=2a0 ¼ 20Þ. (a) The case of PZT-4 (j-class
material). (b) The case of BaTiO3 (-class material).
Fig. 6. Variation of normalized contact half-width a=a0 with substrate strain  and
normalized electric charge Y24Q=a0 for two kinds of piezoelectric materials k ¼ 50.
(a) The case of PZT-5H (j-class material). (b) The case of PZT-6B (-class material).
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class material) and PZT-6B (-class material), respectively. Fig. 7a–
c plots the relation between a=a0 and eðkeÞ for six different mate-
rials when Q ¼ 0. From these ﬁgures, it is shown that for all mate-
rials considered, the contact behavior shares the same trend as that
for pure elastic materials, i.e., there exits three distinct regimes
separated by two threshold strain values (Chen and Gao, 2006).
The contact width decreases signiﬁcantly when the mismatch
strain exceeds the ﬁrst threshold and drops to a small value as long
as the mismatch strain increase beyond the second threshold.
Compared with the pure elastic case, the distinctive feature of
the current piezoelectric case is that for e < 0, there is an increas-
ing range of the contact width when the mismatch strain is below
the ﬁrst threshold (arising from the quadratic term of e in Eq.
(4.11)). On the contrary, when e > 0, the contact width is a mono-
tonic decreasing function of e. This indicates that the adhesive
behavior of the considered system is asymmetric about the sign
of the mismatch strain and the initial equilibrium status is stable
with respect to the negative small mismatch strain. The length of
this stable interval of e is dependent on the material property
and the geometry conﬁguration of the punch, and it can be seenthat the length will increase with the decreasing of k in Fig. 7a
and b.
6. Concluding remarks
A generalized JKR-model for adhesive contact of transversely
isotropic piezoelectric half-space is presented in the present paper.
Non-slipping condition is assumed within the contact region when
the mechanical force (with arbitrary inclined angle) and the elec-
tric charge are applied. Explicit solutions for stress and electric dis-
placement distributions within the contact region are obtained by
solving a system coupling singular integral equations with analyt-
ical function theory. Although only rigid punch has been consid-
ered in the present work, the effect of the elasticity of the punch
can be accounted for readily. It is found that the adhesive behavior
for j-class and -class materials are quite different. More precisely,
it has been demonstrated that for the j-class materials examined,
applying the electric load can only enhance the adhesion. In con-
trast, for the -class materials examined, there always exists a crit-
ical value for the magnitude of the electric charge, at which the
adhesion will break apart. Moreover, for the j-class materials,
numerical results reveal that the larger the value of Q, the larger
the magnitude of the critical force is. In contrast, for -class mate-
rials, the opposite is true. This is interesting from application point
of view since it suggests that this mechanism may be employed to
achieve reversible adhesion. The results obtained can also be sev-
ered as guidelines for designing micro-scale piezoelectric sensors
and actuators as well as scientiﬁc basis for the interpretation of
micro indentation experiments on piezoelectric materials. They
Fig. 7. Variation of normalized contact half-width a=a0 with substrate strain for two kinds of piezoelectric materials Q ¼ 0. (a) The case of PZT-5H (j-class material). (b) The
case of PZT-6B (-class material). (c) The relation between a=a0 and k for six piezoelectric materials ðQ ¼ 0Þ.
3616 X. Guo, F. Jin / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 3607–3619are also useful for the assessment of the properties such as elastic
moduli, dielectric and piezoelectric constants of small volume
materials by micro-indentation experiments. It is worth noting
that the effect of the roughness of the contact surface has not been
considered in the present work and will be addressed in future
investigations.
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Appendix A. Surface Green’s function of piezoelasticity
Stroh formalism is a powerful and elegant method of treating
generalized plane-strain problem of anisotropic elasticity. By some
careful modiﬁcations, many results can be extended to the case of
piezoelectricmaterials. In the following, the real form of the surface
Green’s function for general anisotropic piezoelectric half-space
under generalized (including piezoelectric effect) plane strain con-
dition, which is vital for the integral equation based formulation
will be derived based on Ting’s results on pure elastic half-space.
Let the piezoelectric material occupy the half-space x2 > 0 with
unit width along x3 direction and consider the case that a concen-
trated force ~f 2 R3 and a concentrated electric charge eQ (uniform
along x3 direction) are applying at r ¼ 0.By introducing a generalized potential function
W ¼ ðW1;W2;W3;W4ÞT, the stress and electric displacement compo-
nents can be expressed as
r2j ¼ Wj;1; r1j ¼ Wj;2; j ¼ 1;2;3 ðA1aÞ
and
D2 ¼ W4;1; D1 ¼ W4;2: ðA1bÞ
The boundary conditions are
Wðr;0Þ¼constant; Wðr;pÞ¼constant; Wðr;pÞWðr;0Þ¼ f0 ðA2Þ
on x2 ¼ 0, where f0 ¼ ð~fT; eQ ÞT 2 R4.
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tions for the generalized displacement u ¼ ðu1;u2;u3;/ÞT and W
can be written as
u ¼ 1
p
ImfAhln ziqg; W ¼ 1p ImfBhln ziqg; ðA3Þ
where ui; i ¼ 1;2;3 and / denote the displacement components
along three coordinate directions and the electric potential on the
surface, respectively. A 2 C44 and B 2 C44 are two complex
matrices depending on the piezoelasticity material constants, and
the latter symbol has nothing to do with what deﬁned in the main
text and Appendix C. q 2 C4 is a unknown complex vector, which
can be determined by boundary conditions. hln zi ¼ diag½ln z1;
ln z2; ln z3; ln z4 and zi ¼ repih; i ¼ 1; . . . ;4, where p0is; i ¼ 1; . . . ;4
are the ﬁrst four eigenvalues of the following generalized eigen-
values problem:
Nn0 ¼ pn0 ðA4Þ
with positive imaginary parts. In (A4), N 2 R88 is a real matrix,
which is like A and B, also depends on the piezoelasticity material
constants. Denoting that n ¼ n01; n02; n03; n04
 T, then it can be veriﬁed
that n ¼ ðAT;BTÞT.
It can also be proved that conditions in (A1) are satisﬁed when
Bq is real and
Bq ¼ f0 or q ¼ B1f0 ¼ 2iBTL1f0: ðA5Þ
By inserting (A5)2 into (A3)1, we have
u ¼  1
p
Ref2Ahln ziBTL1f0g: ðA6Þ
With the use of the above results, it is found that the term
Ahln ziBT in (A6) can be expressed in terms of the real quantities,
that is
2Ahln ziBT ¼ ½ðln rÞIþ pSðhÞðI iSÞ þ ipHðhÞL; ðA7Þ
where S; L; H; SðhÞ; LðhÞ and HðhÞ are all 4  4 real matrices and
S ¼ ið2ABT  IÞ; H ¼ 2iAAT; L ¼ 2iBBT: ðA9Þ
Taking the similar steps as in (Ting, 1996), ﬁnally the following
real form of u can be obtained:
u ¼  1
p
ðln rÞIþ SðhÞ
 
L1f0 þ h; ðA10Þ
where h 2 R4 is a constant vector. Let h ¼ 12 SL1f, then we have
u ¼  1
p
ðln rÞIþ SðhÞ  1
2
S
 
L1f0; ðA11Þ
which satisﬁes that
u ¼ u ¼  1
p
ðln rÞI 1
2
S
 
L1f0 ðA12Þ
when h ¼ 0.
When the half-space material is subjected to the distributed
force and electric charge with density f ¼ fðx1Þ on the surface
b < x1 < a; x2 ¼ 0, the resulting generalized surface displacement
at s ¼ x;b < s < a, can be calculated as
u ¼  L
1
p
Z a
b
ln jx sjfðsÞdsþ SL
1
2
Z x
b
fðsÞds
Z a
x
fðsÞds
 
:
ðA13Þ
Furthermore, by differentiating (A13) with respect to x, it yields
that
L1I
p
Z a
b
1
s x fðsÞdsþ SL
1fðxÞ ¼ @u
@x
ðA14Þor
D
p
Z a
b
1
s x fðsÞdsþWfðxÞ ¼
@u
@x
ðA15Þ
with
D ¼ L1; W ¼ SL1: ðA16ÞAppendix B. Solution to the Hilbert problem
The general solution to the Hilbert problem
FþðtÞ  jFðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ; t 2 L : ðb; aÞ ðB1Þ
with j ¼ e2ppic is
FðzÞ ¼ XðzÞ
2pi
Z
L
f ðtÞ
XþðtÞðt  zÞ dt þ cXðzÞ; ðB2Þ
where
XðzÞ ¼ ðzþ bÞcðz aÞc1 ðB3Þ
satisﬁes
lim
jzj!1
zXðzÞ ¼ 1: ðB4Þ
If f ðtÞ is a polynomial, the line integral in can be expressed in
the following form (England, 1971):
IðzÞ ¼
Z
L
f ðtÞ
XþðtÞðt  zÞdt
¼ 1
1 j 2pi
f ðzÞ
XðzÞ limR!1
Z 2p
0
f ðReihÞ
XðReihÞ 1 z
Reih

  idh
24 35: ðB5Þ
Case 1: f ðtÞ ¼ 1.
From (B3) and (B4), XðfÞ ¼ ðfþ aÞcðf aÞc1 and choosing the
analytical branch of XðfÞ such that fXðfÞ ! 1 as jfj ! 1, we have
1
XðzÞ ¼ f 1þ
b
f
 c
1 a
f
 1c
¼ f aþ cðaþ bÞ þ 	 	 	 ; ðB6Þ
where f ¼ Reih. Therefore we have
IðzÞ ¼ 1
1 ¼ j
2pi
XðzÞ  limR!1
Z 2p
0
1 z
Reih
 1
½Reih  aþ cðaþ bÞ
"
þOðR1Þidh
#
¼ 2pi
1 j
1
XðzÞ  fzþ cðaþ bÞ  ag
 
ðB7Þ
and
FðzÞ ¼ 1
1 j ½1 XðzÞfzþ cðaþ bÞ  ag: ðB8Þ
Case 2: f ðtÞ ¼ t.
Inserting f ðtÞ ¼ t into (B5), it yields that
IðzÞ ¼ 1
1 j 2pi
z
XðzÞ  limR!1
Z 2p
0
f 1 z
f
 1 1
XðfÞ idh
" #
; ðB9Þ
where
1
XðfÞ¼ f 1þ
b
f
 c
1a
f
 1c
¼ fþcðaþbÞaþcðc1Þ
2f
ðaþbÞ2þ		 	 ;
ðB10Þ
and f ¼ Reih. Therefore we have
lim
R!1
Z 2p
0
f 1 z
f
 1 1
XðfÞ idh
¼ 2pi z2 þ ½cðaþ bÞ  azþ cðc 1Þ
2
ðaþ bÞ2
	 
ðB11Þ
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FðzÞ¼ 1
1j z z
2þ½cðaþbÞazþcðc1Þ
2
ðaþbÞ2
 
XðzÞ
	 
þcXðzÞ:
ðB12ÞAppendix C. Eigenvalue problem
In Appendix C, we will show that the fourth-order eigenvalue
problem
½U kVm ¼ 0 ðC1Þ
is equivalent to the one
Hw ¼ e2pHw ðC2Þ
given by Suo et al. (1992) for the fracture analysis of bi-piezoelectric
materials. As shown in Suo et al. (1992), the four eigenpairs of (C2)
have the following form:
ð;w1Þ; ð; w1Þ; ðij;w3Þ; ðij;w4Þ: ðC3Þ
It can be shown that when one of the materials is piezoelastic
rigid, then the bimaterial matrix H in (C2) can also be expressed
in terms of B–L tensor L and S in the following form:
H ¼ L1  iSL1 ¼ D iW: ðC4Þ
Since B ¼ D1W, then (C2) can be rewritten as
B i 1 e
2p
1þ e2p I
 
w ¼ 0: ðC5Þ
On the other hand, (C1) can also be rewritten as
B i kþ 1
k 1 I
 
m ¼ 0: ðC6Þ
Comparing (C6) with (C5), it is obvious that they are indeed the
same eigenvalue problem. In fact k and m in (C6) are equal to
e2p and w in (C5), respectively. Hence, the four eigenpairs of
can be expressed as
ðe2p;w1Þ; ðe2p; w1Þ; ðe2pij;w3Þ; ðe2pij;w4Þ: ðC7Þ
Next, we will show that one of the following oscillation index:
 ¼ 1
p
tanh1½ðb21  b2Þ1=2  b11=2;
j ¼ 1
p
tan1½ðb21  b2Þ1=2 þ b11=2 ðC8Þ
where
b1 ¼ 14 tr½ðD
1WÞ2; b2 ¼ detðD1WÞ ðC9Þ
deﬁned by Suo et al. (1992) is zero for transversely isotropic piezo-
electric materials.
It can be shown that for transversely isotropic piezoelectric
materials, the matrix B has the following form:
B ¼def D1W ¼
0 B12 0 B14
B21 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
B41 0 0 0
26664
37775: ðC10Þ
Inserting Eq. (C10) into (C9), it yields that
b1 ¼ 12 ðB12B21 þ B14B41Þ; b2 ¼ 0: ðC11Þ
Hence we have
 ¼ 1
p
tanh1ðjb1j  b1Þ1=2; j ¼ 1p tan
1ðjb1j þ b1Þ1=2 ðC12Þor
 ¼ 0; j ¼ 1p tan1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2 tr½ðD1WÞ2
q
as tr½ðD1WÞ2 > 0;
j ¼ 0;  ¼ 1p tanh
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 12 tr½ðD1WÞ2
q
as tr½ðD1WÞ2 < 0;
8><>:
ðC13Þ
which completes the proof.
It can shown that is positive for some transversely isotropic pie-
zoelectric ceramics (e.g., PZT-4, PZT-5H, PZT-7A and PZT-7, etc.),
they could be termed as j-class materials since j–0 and  ¼ 0,
the ﬁrst two eigenpairs of degenerate into: (Ou and Wu, 2003)
ð0;w1Þ; ð0;w2Þ, where w2 ¼ ð0;0;1;0ÞT.
On the other hand, b1 will be negative for some other piezoelec-
tric materials (e.g., PZT-6B and BaTiO3, etc.), these materials are of-
ten named as -class materials since –0 and j ¼ 0 for them, the
last two eigenpairs of (C2) degenerate into: ð0;w3Þ; ð0;w4Þ where
w4 ¼ ð0;0;1;0ÞT.
When only in-plane problem is considered, the third-order
eigenvalue problem in Eq. (2.18) has three eigenpairs:
ð1;w1Þ; ðe2pij;w3Þ; ðe2pij;w4Þ for j-class materials;
ðe2p;w1Þ; ðe2p; w1Þ; ð1;w3Þ for -class materials.
It is worth noting that the above conclusions also hold for the
contact analysis of bi-piezoelectric materials. The proof is straight-
forward and omitted here.
Appendix D. Determination of ci
It is known that the following integral identity holdsZ a
b
ðbþ xÞa1ða xÞb1dx ¼ CðaÞCðbÞ
Cðaþ bÞ ðaþ bÞ
aþb1
; ðD1Þ
where ReðaÞ > 0 and ReðbÞ > 0. CðxÞ is the so-called Gamma func-
tion, which has the following properties:
Cð1Þ ¼ Cð2Þ ¼ 1; Cð3Þ ¼ 2; C 1
2
 z
 
C
1
2
þ z
 
¼ p
cospz
;
Cð1þ zÞ ¼ zCðzÞ; ReðzÞ > 0: ðD2Þ
From (D1) and (D2), we then haveZ a
b
ðbþ xÞ12
jða xÞ12
jdx ¼ p
cospj
; ðD3ÞZ a
b
xðbþ xÞ12
jða xÞ12
jdx ¼ 1
2

 j
 
ðaþ bÞ  b
 
p
cospj
; ðD4ÞZ a
b
x2ðbþ xÞ12
jða xÞ12
jdx
¼ 3
8
ða bÞ2 þ 1
2
j2ðaþ bÞ2 
 jða2 þ b2Þ þ ab
2
 
p
cospj
; ðD5Þ
and by virtue of Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12)R a
a ryx dx ¼ 2ipðc1 þ c2Þ;R a
a ryy dx ¼ 2ip iB21g ðc1  c2Þ þ c3
h i
;R a
a D2 dx ¼ 2ip iB41g ðc1  c2Þ  B12B14 c3
h i
:
8>><>>: ðD6Þ
Inserting (D6) into the boundary conditions in Eq. (3.13) leads
to the expressions of ci in Eqs. (3.14).
Similar results can be obtained in the same way when j is re-
placed by i.
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